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All of your kitchen workflows. In one place. The BLANCO UNIT makes the most of your water hub, transforming time in the kitchen into 
a highlight of your day. Drink, prepare and clean in a few simple steps and without having to move from place to place. How you benefit: 
greater enjoyment of day-to-day kitchen tasks and more time for what really matters. See for yourself how the BLANCO UNIT can make 
your everyday life that bit easier.

Drink. Prep. Clean. United at last.

ONE SYSTEM:
ONE UNIT.
ONE SOLUTION.
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Mixer taps. For every requirement.
Whether you need a pull-out spray, a retractable window solution
or a smart water system: Our mixer taps come in a wide range of 
designs. So they work the way you want them to.

Sinks. For every taste.
Our sinks are available in different sizes and with a range of 
installation methods. And for every standard base cabinet. Three 
high-quality materials also offer you the option of designing the 
BLANCO UNIT your way: In Silgranit, stainless steel or ceramic.
The choice is yours.

Accessories. For every need.
Freely adjustable rails, precisely fitted cutting boards, integrated 
soap dispensers – our mission to make everyday kitchen life easier 
extends to our accessories, too.

Waste management and organisation systems. For every need.
Available in a range of sizes, cleanly set and perfectly adapted to all 
base cabinet components, Our waste systems do more than just 
collect waste.

The BLANCO UNIT
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Thanks to the combination of beautiful design and an 
impressively resilient, easy-care surface, a Silgranit sink is the 
ultimate choice for long-lasting kitchen bliss. A Silgranit sink 
is highly resistant, easily dealing with domestic use including 
cutlery scratches, de-frosting food, boiling water and even hot 
pans and trays.

Silgranit sinks are adored around the world for their exclusive styles and designer colour palette.
The kitchen has become a central point in our homes and a reflection of our lifestyles. With a wide range of styles from proven 
classics to exclusive award-winning designs, available in a broad selection of configurations and sizes, you can find the right 
Silgranit sink or bowl to create your customer's dream kitchen.

BEAUTIFUL. STRONG. 
CLEAN.
SILGRANIT® kitchen sinks and bowls.

Regular internal quality checks in the production of our Silgranit sinks and bowls confirm the 
high standards that we set ourselves, and ensure you products you can rely on.

* Tests carried out with bacterial stems ATCC 8739 and ATCC 6538 by an independent laboratory on behalf of BLANCO, 2011.

Silgranit is the clean hero in your kitchen. Its surface is food-
safe and repels water, making it easy to keep spotless. What's 
more, tests* confirm that our patented Hygiene+Plus formula 
reduces the growth of relevant kitchen bacteria by an average 
of 98%. Set your heart on a beautiful Silgranit sink to make 
kitchen life easier everyday.
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BEAUTIFUL COLOURS.

black alu metallic

coffee

anthracite

tartufo

white

jasmine

Inspired by modern architecture, BLANCO offers selected 
sinks and bowls in an on-trend concrete look. 
The lively interplay between matte and satin matte areas and 
individual colour gradients makes every concrete-style sink a 
unique piece.

Discover SILGRANIT®’s beautiful colour palette.
Silgranit‘s beautiful, smooth surface is available in a range of design-oriented colours that won’t fade. Colour is such 
an important part of our lives, especially within our homes. It is a fundamental aspect of interior design, and we use 
colour as a form of creative expression. It has the power to uplift, energise, soothe and awaken. 

Be inspired and create adorable kitchens with a spectrum of Silgranit shades, available in our bowls, sinks and mixer 
taps portfolio.

concrete-style
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Silgranit black transforms the kitchen into a real interior 
highlight.  
The ‘achromatic’ colour of black – as it does not reflect light waves – 
captivates us with its expansive, fathomless aura. It shines with an 
infinite variety of associations - it inspires. And then there’s its 
prominent role as a classic design colour; it never goes out of fashion 
or has an expiry date, even in the face of fast-moving trends. One way 
or another, the new black from BLANCO is already a classic in interior 
design, goes with almost every style of décor and brings all elements 
of the fittings together with quiet elegance. Last but not least, the sink 
and colour expert has immersed its entire Silgranit product range in 
this new and striking shade, thus opening up even more design  
options: In kitchens with pale worktops and furniture, these diverse 
sinks and bowls in black create opulent, high-contrast accents, which 
work particularly well when combined to perfection with matching 
Silgranit Look mixer taps. 

These must-have design elements are available in a vast array of 
versions, allowing you to amp up the impact of the contrast between 
light and dark to suit your individual taste. Alternatively, with little effort 
you could really commit to a restrained yet luxurious atmosphere 
with a completely black kitchen. Just add a sink or bowl and a high-
performance mixer tap in exactly the same deep Silgranit black to a 
black worktop to create a stunning yet tasteful visual effect. Giving 
your kitchen a bespoke design by introducing black elements always 
looks stylish and tasteful. This range highlights BLANCO’s passion
for sophisticated kitchen design. The whole purpose of the unadulter-
ated, deep black and extensive design options afforded by Silgranit is 
clear: to make your ideal design a reality, so that you really love your 
kitchen! After all, this is a focal point in your daily life.   

IMPRESSIVELY 
ELEGANT.
REMARKABLY 
INTENSE.
Sinks and bowls in SILGRANIT black, defining kitchen design.
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Diversity in kitchen design – for strong personalities.  
With Silgranit anthracite, BLANCO offers a tone that captures 
the exciting, vivid surface of granite worktops and reflects the 
look to perfection. But for those cases in which an unusual 
kitchen design calls for darker, more restrained elements, the 
colour expert has brought a new nuance into play: Silgranit 
black is the ideal shade for anyone keen on a bold contrast – 
or who wants to use an understated colour palette to achieve 
a certain visual effect. With its quiet elegance and calm, restful 
depth, black from BLANCO achieves two impressive effects: 
worktops made of white marble or quartz create an intense 
contrast with mixer taps and sinks in Silgranit black, invariably 
introducing tasteful accents that prove to be eye-catching 
features. They are a striking expression of strong personality, 
adeptly showcasing a sense of individuality. Mixer taps and 
sinks in the new Silgranit black nestle perfectly into dark work-
tops, so that they exert even more of a mysterious pull. 
Restrained style has never looked so stylish or effortless as it 
does here. Silgranit black thus opens up amazing new design 
options for kitchens. And then there’s the fact that it goes 
perfectly with the velvety-smooth Silgranit material, with its 
fine-pored surface, which feels wonderful to the touch.   

 
The art of effortlessness.  
The deep, elegant shade of Silgranit black is not only easy on 
the eyes, but is also a touch sensation: the velvety, stone-like, 
micro-rough surface feels great, while also ensuring that water 
drips off, so that dirt or limescale cannot stick, and marks or 
metal abrasion cannot find any surface to attack. These perfect 
material properties are also a feature of Silgranit black: it has 
never been easier to care for and maintain black sinks and mixer 
taps over time.   

Elegant understatement: Sink and mixer tap in Silgranit black nestle 
perfectly into dark worktops.

Must-have design element: BLANCO mixer taps in Silgranit-Look 
black.

The kitchen highlight Silgranit black

• Deep and elegant colour shade
• Offers extensive design opportunities: From contrasting  
 accent elements in black to elegant understatements in  
 matching dark tones.
• Available for the entire Silgranit sink and bowl range
• Matching Silgranit Look mixer taps round off the  
 kitchen design

For more information, see blanco.com
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Elegant understatement: Sink and mixer tap in Silgranit black 
nestle perfectly into dark worktops. 
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Kitchen design inspired by classic shapes.
Familiar shapes, patterns, colours and materials often provide
inspiration for new design trends, bringing stylish vintage fl air into 
the home. This return to tradition and high-quality products is 
particularly apparent with the sought-after modern country style, 
which exudes permanence and appeals to all of the senses.

BLANCO brings this style into the kitchen with the VINTERA XL 9. 
This sink translates traditional design elements into a contemporary 
shape like no other, and combines this with the material benefi ts 
of Silgranit. In doing so, it makes a real statement for trend-setting 
kitchen design.

Unique taste comes from good ingredients.
The VINTERA XL 9 is impressive not only for its language of form 
and material, but also for the array of options that it offers for 
customisation. Selected colours and a wide range of mixer taps 
allow it to be adapted to your own taste and style of interior design. 
It can be either fl ushmounted or installed as an undermount, 
according to your own preference. This makes the VINTERA XL 9 
a sink that is tailored to be the perfect ingredient for a high-quality 
kitchen where the whole family will feel at home.

VINTERA XL 9, Reshaping classic design.  

r

THE HEART OF
MODERN FAMILY
TRADITIONS
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Installed as undermount for a classic look Installed as fl ush-mount for a modern look

Big enough for the whole family.
With the VINTERA XL 9, BLANCO is also bringing the feel of spacious country-house 
kitchens to city apartments. There’s enough room for pans, pots and baking trays here, 
while leaving enough space for several people to work together. The large bowl with its 
striking granite-look apron front looks at once rustic, minimalistic and contemporary, 
while the stonelike, silky surface of the sink lends it a pleasantly warm, almost natural 
feel. The Silgranit material makes the VINTERA XL 9 particularly resistant and easy to 
clean. Bring modern country style into your kitchen and create a feel-good haven for 
you and your family.

whiteblack alu metallic

VINTERA is available in these SILGRANIT colors

concrete-style

VINTERA XL 9

• Striking sink with farmhouse fl air, ideal for modern kitchen designs
• Extra-large bowl provides plenty of room
• Perfect fi t: right-angled apron front fi ts the width of a 90 cm cabinet
• One model for fl ush-mount or undermount installation

For more information, see blanco.com
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The ZEROX Dark Steel bowl can be retrofitted The polished IF-flat rim creates a harmonious 
contrast with the elegant dark grey stainless steel.

The velvety soft surface is easy to clean with water
and a microfibre cloth. with the new black matt waste and overflow kit

if desired. 

SOPHISTICATED
AND MYSTERIOUS.
BLANCO Dark Steel – pure stainless steel in lustrous matt dark grey.
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SOPHISTICATED 
AND MYSTERIOUS.
BLANCO Dark Steel – pure stainless steel in lustrous matt dark grey.

The ZEROX Dark Steel bowl can be retrofitted 
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The velvety soft surface is easy to clean with water 
and a microfibre cloth.

The polished IF-flat rim creates a harmonious 
contrast with the elegant dark grey stainless steel.
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BLANCO Dark Steel is another spectacular SteelArt material innovation. 
The high-impact stainless steel surface in elegant, lustrous matt dark grey is 
bound to attract plenty of admiring glances. It simply exudes sophistication and 
imbues any kitchen with a distinctive personality. Its mysterious allure is perfectly 
paired with modern kitchen styles that feature dark colours and top-quality 
materials. BLANCO Dark Steel is the ideal solution for exclusive kitchen designs 
that place a particular emphasis on furnishings that radiate individuality.

Dark Steel is ‘pure’ stainless steel without a coating, refined in the SteelArt 
Hightech Manufactory using a special finishing process. The surface has a 
surprisingly warm, velvety soft texture that does not resemble chilly metal at first 
touch. The innovative, top-quality stainless steel is impressive not only in terms 
of its appearance, but also when it comes to cleaning and care. Fingerprints and 
dirt are easy to remove with water and a microfibre cloth. The colour does not 
fade when exposed to sunlight. 

Dark Steel is available in the striking BLANCO ZEROX bowl design, in two bowl 
sizes for undermount installation, or with an IF rim. The top-quality InFino and 
C-overflow equipment also sets stylish accents in polished stainless steel. 
What’s more, the IF models bring another visual element to the harmonious mix 
of surfaces: the matt IF-flat rim framing the bowl.

ZEROX 500-U Dark Steel

Elegant stainless steel bowls in lustrous  
matt dark grey

• Pure, innovative stainless steel
• Warm look and velvety soft texture
• Two bowl sizes for undermount installation or  
 with IF rim
• Easy to clean 

For more information, see blanco.com

ZEROX 500-IF Dark Steel
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For more information,
see www.blanco-indonesia.com

ZEROX 500-IF Dark Steel
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For perfect kitchen prep on multiple 
levels.

ETAGON comes in different sizes and 
versions, including the tried and tested 
Silgranit®.

Also available as the BLANCO ETAGON 
500-IF for installation from above or 
flushmount installation.

This practical model also comes in 
ceramic.

One bowl, two rails, three functional 
levels. This new functional level concept 
from BLANCO transforms a bowl into a 
fully-fledged sink. The integrated step 
allows the bowl to be used in parallel on 
3 levels: in the bowl itself, on the bowl 
step and on the edge, thanks to carefully 
designed accessories and clever details. 

As such, BLANCO ETAGON combines 
this functionality with a top-class 
aesthetic. The bowl’s elegant radius 
design and high-quality equipment, with 
the hidden C-overflow and the innovative 
InFino drain system takes modern 
kitchens to the next level. 

The rails transform your ETAGON sink 
into a work station. The truly remarkable 
thing is the system concept combining 
the bowl geometry and the ETAGON 
rails. Made of high-quality stainless 
steel, they support the intermediate level, 
where they have multiple uses: you can 
put things down or fill them up with ease, 
also as a support for cleaning trays in 
the bowl or as the perfect place to dry 
and store items such as pot lids, drinking 
bottles or dishwashing utensils. The 
heatresistant ETAGON rails can also be 
used as a trivet on your worktop.

BLANCO ETAGON bowls in stainless
steel are available in three installation
options and in two sizes.

BRILLIANT:
THE MULTI-LEVEL BOWL.
BLANCO ETAGON.
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CLASSIC. TIMELESS.
BEAUTIFUL.
Stainless steel sinks and bowls.

Stainless steel sinks are timeless and elegant, and often the preferred material of kitchen planners. Besides its ideal 
properties for preparing food and cleaning dishes, stainless steel also offers plenty of design options and product features, like 
rounded or tight corners, different bowl depths and sink shapes. A wide range of styles opens up endless possibilities to find the 
right sink for every kitchen, while the neutral tones of stainless steel blend harmoniously with any kitchen environment.

Stainless steel is a hygiene expert, its surface is smooth, 
tough and pore-free, making it exceptionally easy to clean. 
The premium quality of the BLANCO stainless steel makes 
our sinks safe for food use. It also has a natural resistance to 
common household acids and stains, e. g. coffee, tea, fruits, 
and vegetables. Making food preparation on its surface, 
carefree.

Stainless steel is robust. Dishes or vases that drop onto it will 
not break easily. Putting hot cookware or pouring off boiling 
water into the sink won’t affect the heat-resistant surface. With 
minimum care needed, stainless steel sinks will retain their 
brilliance and perform perfectly for decades.
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MAKE A STATEMENT
IN BLACK.
SUBLINE Black Edition and ETAGON Black Edition.

The SUBLINE 500-U and ETAGON 6 Black Edition Silgranit bowls are the 
perfect solution for anyone who wants to make a statement!

The Black Edition is a particular highlight for design afi cionados and those who like a 
streamlined look: all of the visible functional elements (pop-up, C-overfl ow and InFino 
drain system) are in matching black and of the utmost quality. What’s more, they come 
included, so they do not need to be ordered separately. Achieving a colour-matched 
look could not be easier.

ETAGON 6 Black Edition 
incl. waste and overfl ow 
set and pop-up in black 
matt

SUBLINE 500-U Black Edition 
incl. waste and overfl ow set in 
black matt
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The classic option is installation  
from above. This is suitable 
for all worktop materials and 
allows swift and straightforward 
installation.

The bowl has an elegant, 
flushmount look when installed 
from above with an IF-flat rim, 
even into laminate worktops.

Lots of bowls can also be 
installed with a flushmount 
method, thus eschewing any 
troublesome edges.

Installation from below is very 
popular for worktops made 
of natural or artificial stone. 
Stepless installation creates a 
harmonious overall look.

BLANCO offers myriad bowls in different
sizes, for all standard base cabinet 
dimensions. As well as single bowls, 
there are also models with two bowls 
or a smaller additional bowl. You can 
choose the bowl design that works best 
with your style of décor, all the way from 
classic to linear and modern.

So as to meet all of our customers’ 
desires, BLANCO offers bowls in all 
three of the standard materials: Stainless 
steel, Silgranit and Ceramic. Materials 
and colours can be selected to work 
with their surroundings, whether that 
means matching shades or choosing 
an accent colour. You can also choose 
from a range of options when it comes to 
installing the bowl. Many models can be 
installed using different methods.

Myriad designs, materials and installation options.
BLANCO BOWL RANGE.
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Right on trend in black. Black accents are particularly popular in modern industrial-look kitchen plans, in elegant dark settings or when 
playing with contrasts. 

That’s why we’ve expanded our range of products in black matt: the optional set, comprising the C-overflow and InFino drain system in 
on-trend black, rounds out the range for the renowned LINUS/-S and CATRIS-S Flexo mixer taps, the LATO soap dispenser and the round 
pop-up. This can be used to create striking contrasts or achieve an even, colour-matched look, depending on the customer’s wishes. The 
most-used space in the kitchen is transformed into a stunning spot. Complete with a top-quality, high-performance coating, the functional 
elements are scratch-resistant and suitable for everyday use.

Double waste and overfl ow set

Single waste and overfl ow set

Right on trend in black

• Achieve a colour-matched look for
 sinks and bowls in black Silgranit
• Create striking contrasts with 
 optional accessories
• Top-quality material suitable for 
 everyday use
• SUBLINE 500-U and ETAGON 6   
 Black Edition: Waste and overfl ow 
 set in black matt included 

For more information, see 
blanco.com

MIX AND
MATCH.
With waste and overfl ow set in black matt.

SUBLINE 350/350-U PALONA 6 Keramik

As an optional accessory we do recommend 
the waste and overfl ow set in black matt for 
selected sink and bowl models, that make this 
combination utter perfection.

CLARON 500-IF/A ZEROX 500-U Dark Steel



KITCHEN SINK - UNDERMOUNT SILGRANIT

BLANCO ETAGON 700-U

SILGRANIT
730 x 460 mm 

BLANCO ETAGON 500-U

SILGRANIT
530 x 460 mm 

BLANCO SUBLINE 480/320-U

SILGRANIT
855 x 460 mm 

BLANCO SUBLINE 700-U

SILGRANIT
730 x 460 mm 

BLANCO SUBLINE 500-U

SILGRANIT
530 x 460 mm 

BLANCO SUBLINE 320-U

SILGRANIT
350 x 460 mm 

KITCHEN SINK - UNDERMOUNT STAINLESS STEEL

BLANCO CLARON 500-U Durinox

Stainless steel Durinox
540 x 440 mm 

Installation from aboveFlushmount installation

Flush undermounted 
installation

Flat rim IF

Undermount

 

BLANCO ZEROX 500-U Dark Steel

Stainless steel Dark Steel
540 x 440 mm 

BLANCO ZEROX 700-U

Stainless steel satin polish
740 x 440 mm 

BLANCO ZEROX 500-U

Stainless steel satin polish
540 x 440 mm 

BLANCO ANDANO 400/400-U

Stainless steel satin polish
865 x 440 mm 

BLANCO ANDANO 500/180-U

Stainless steel satin polish
745 x 440 mm 

BLANCO ANDANO 340/180-U

Stainless steel satin polish
585 x 440 mm 

BLANCO ANDANO 700-U

Stainless steel satin polish
740 x 440 mm 

BLANCO ANDANO 500-U

Stainless steel satin polish
540 x 440 mm 

BLANCO ANDANO 400-U

Stainless steel satin polish
440 x 440 mm 

BLANCO SUPRA 340/340-U

Stainless steel brushed finish
765 x 450 mm 

BLANCO SUPRA 450-U

Stainless steel brushed finish
480 x 430 mm 
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Installation from aboveFlushmount installation

Flush undermounted 
installation

Flat rim IF

Undermount

SILGRANIT

BLANCO PLEON 6 Split

SILGRANIT
615 x 510 mm 

BLANCO PLEON 9

SILGRANIT
860 x 500 mm 

BLANCO PLEON 8

SILGRANIT
700 x 510 mm 

BLANCO NAYA XL 9

SILGRANIT
860 x 510 mm 

BLANCO NAYA 8

SILGRANIT
815 x 500 mm 

BLANCO NAYA 6

SILGRANIT
615 x 510 mm 

BLANCO METRA 9

SILGRANIT
860 x 500 mm 

BLANCO RONDO

SILGRANIT
Ø 450 mm 

BLANCO QUATRUS R15 435/285-IU

Stainless steel brushed finish
785 x 440 mm 

BLANCO QUATRUS R15 700-IU

Stainless steel brushed finish
740 x 440 mm 

BLANCO QUATRUS R15 500-IU

Stainless steel brushed finish
540 x 440 mm 

BLANCO QUATRUS R15 400-IU

Stainless steel brushed finish
440 x 440 mm 

STAINLESS STEEL

BLANCO ELON XL 8 S

SILGRANIT
860 x 500 mm 

BLANCO NAYA 8 S

SILGRANIT
1160 x 500 mm 

BLANCO AXIA III 6 S

SILGRANIT
1000 x 510 mm 

BLANCO METRA 6 S

SILGRANIT
1000 x 500 mm 

BLANCO SONA XL 6 S

SILGRANIT
1000 x 500 mm 

BLANCO FAVUM XL 6S

SILGRANIT
860 x 435 mm  

KITCHEN SINK - INSTALLATION FROM ABOVE & UNDERMOUNT 

KITCHEN SINK - INSTALLATION FROM ABOVE & UNDERMOUNT

SILGRANIT
BLANCO VINTERA XL 9-UF

SILGRANIT
896 x 510 mm 

KITCHEN SINK - INSTALLATION FROM ABOVE & UNDERMOUNT
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KITCHEN SINK - FLAT RIM IF SILGRANIT

KITCHEN SINK - FLAT RIM IF STAINLESS STEEL

Qu
ic

kfi
nd

er

Flushmount installation

Flush undermounted 
installation

Flat rim IF

Undermount Installation from above

BLANCO SUBLINE 500-IF/A SteelFrame

SILGRANIT
543 x 510 mm 

BLANCO Artago 6-IF/A SteelFrame

SILGRANIT
510 x 510 mm

BLANCO ZEROX 700-IF/A

Stainless steel satin polish
760 x 510 mm 

BLANCO ZEROX 500-IF Dark Steel

Stainless steel Dark Steel
540 x 440 mm 

BLANCO ETAGON 500-IF/A

Stainless steel satin polish
540 x 500 mm 

BLANCO ANDANO 500-IF

Stainless steel satin polish
540 x 440 mm 

BLANCO ANDANO 400-IF

Stainless steel satin polish
440 x 440 mm 

BLANCO LEMIS 8-IF

BLANCO LEMIS XL 8-IF

Stainless steel brushed finish
860 x 500 mm 

 Stainless steel
820 x 500 mm 

Stainless steel satin polish

BLANCO ANDANO 400/400-IF

 
865 x 440 mm 

BLANCO LEMIS 8 S-IF

Stainless steel brushed finish
1160 x 500 mm 

BLANCO LEMIS XL 6 S-IF

Stainless steel brushed finish
1000 x 500 mm 

BLANCO ANDANO 340/180-IF

Stainless steel satin polish
585 x 440 mm 

BLANCO LEMIS 45 S-IF

Stainless steel brushed finish
860 x 500 mm 

BLANCO ANDANO 700-IF

Stainless steel satin polish
740 x 440 mm 
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Flushmount installation

Flush undermounted Flat rim IF

Undermount Installation from above

KITCHEN SINK - INSTALLATION FROM ABOVE SILGRANIT

BLANCO ARTAGO 6

SILGRANIT
510 x 510 mm 

BLANCO ETAGON 6

SILGRANIT
600 x 510 mm 

BLANCO ETAGON 6 Black Edition

SILGRANIT
600 x 510 mm 

BLANCO ADON XL 6 S

SILGRANIT
980 x 480 mm 

BLANCO LEGRA 8 S

SILGRANIT
1160 x 500 mm 

BLANCO LEGRA XL 6 S

SILGRANIT
860 x 500 mm 

STAINLESS STEEL

BLANCO PLENTA 9

Stainless steel brushed finish
860 x 500 mm 

BLANCO PLENTA 6

Stainless steel brushed finish
  mm  610 x 510

BLANCO MAGNAT

 
Stainless steel
860 x 435 mm

BLANCO FLEX Pro 45 S

Stainless steel natural finish
860 x 480 mm 

BLANCO FLEX Mini

Stainless steel natural finish
780 x 435 mm 

BLANCO RONDOSOL

Stainless steel brushed finish
Ø 460 mm 

BLANCO TIPO XL 9 S

 Stainless steel
1210 x 500 mm           

BLANCO TIPO XL 9

Stainless steel
950 x 500 mm           

BLANCO TIPO XL 6 S

Stainless steel natural finish
950 x 500 mm

BLANCO DINAS 8

Stainless steel brushed finish
860 x 500 mm

BLANCO DINAS XL 6S Compact

Stainless steel 
 

 

780 x 500 mm

 

BLANCO DINAS 8 S

Stainless steel brushed finish
1160 x 500 mm

BLANCO DINAS 6 S

Stainless steel brushed finish
1000 x 500 mm 

BLANCO DINAS XL 6 S

Stainless steel brushed finish
1000 x 500 mm 

BLANCO DINAS 45 S

Stainless steel brushed finish
860 x 500 mm 

  

KITCHEN SINK - INSTALLATION FROM ABOVE
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AESTHETICS AND FUNCTION 
IN ALL THEIR FACETS.
BLANCO kitchen mixer taps.

We strive for excellence, particularly when it comes to coordinated tap, sink and waste system. For a seamless water place in the 
kitchen, both in terms of function and aesthetics, as well as installation and service.
BLANCO offers a wide range of premium mixer taps – for a wide variety of requirements and interior styles. Excellent quality, 
appealing visual appearance, smart technology and easy operation paired with a choice of sizes and colours make it easy to find 
the right mixer tap. 

BLANCO is highly aware of their responsibility for the most 
valuable life source – drinking water. BLANCO mixer taps 
are extensively tested for technology and hygiene, offering 
one of the highest standards in quality. All water-conducting 
components are tested and certified.

All components used are made to the latest material 
developments and technologies, and from the very highest 
quality materials thus providing maximum safety in terms of 
health and hygiene. Durability and stability of the components 
are at the core of our product engineering.

20
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Mixer taps in black matt set particularly striking accents on grey and concrete-style sinks. Along with the semi-
professional CATRIS-S Flexo and its full black matt look, this surface finish grants a timeless beauty that is also available in 
various mixer tap models, delivering answers for a wide range of customer requirements.

HARMONY OF
CONTRASTS.
Black matt.

A special surface: completely matt black, 
down to the smallest detail for an ideal 
contrast with light sinks or stainless steel 
bowls with tap ledge.

Accessories are also available in matt 
black such as the cylindrical soap 
dispenser LATO.

Remote pop-up control, overflow and 
basket strainer – all these available in a 
black matt finish perfectly complement 
the mixer tap for a seamless design.
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KITCHEN TAPS

BLANCO LINEE-S

SILGRANIT Look dual finish 

BLANCO LINEE

Metallic surface 

BLANCO ALTA Compact

Metallic surface 

Solid spoutContactless activation

High Pressure

Lever left

Window solution

Extendable spray

Pull-out dual spray

Soda – chilledsparkling 
water
Also in low-pressureFilter system

Measuring cup function

BLANCO PANERA-S

Stainless steel 

BLANCO CULINA-S

Metallic surface 

BLANCO CULINA-S Mini

Metallic surface 

BLANCO LINEE-S

Metallic surface 

BLANCO ALTA

Metallic surface 

BLANCO CATRIS-S Flexo

Special colours - Black Matt 

BLANCO CATRIS-S

Metallic surface 

BLANCO CARENA-S Vario

SILGRANIT Look dual finish 

BLANCO LINUS-S

Metallic surface 

BLANCO LINUS-S

SILGRANIT Look 

BLANCO LINUS-S

Special colours - Black Matt 

BLANCO MIDA-S

Metallic surface 

BLANCO MIDA-S

SILGRANIT Look 

BLANCO MIDA

Special colours - Black Matt 

BLANCO MIDA

SILGRANIT Look 

BLANCO MIDA

Metallic surface 

BLANCO MIDA XL

Metallic surface 

BLANCO MASTER-S SEMI PROFI

Metallic surface 

BLANCO AMBIS-S

Stainless steel 

BLANCO MIDA-S XL

Special colours - Black Matt 

BLANCO MIDA-S XL

Metallic surface 

BLANCO MIDA XL

SILGRANIT Look 

BLANCO ANTAS

Metallic surface 

BLANCO KANO-S

Metallic surface 

BLANCO KANO-S

SILGRANIT Look dual finish 

BLANCO KANO

Metallic surface 

BLANCO DARAS

Metallic surface 

BLANCO BRAVON

Metallic Surface 

BLANCO BRAVON-S

Metallic surface 
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KITCHEN TAPS

SMART TAPS

FILTER TAPS

CLASSIC STYLE WINDOW SOLUTION

BLANCO EVOL-S VOLUME

Metallic Surface 

Solid spoutContactless activation

High Pressure

Lever left

Window solution

Extendable spray

Pull-out dual spray

Soda – chilledsparkling 
water
Also in low-pressureFilter system

Measuring cup function

BLANCO MILA-S

Metallic surface 

BLANCO MILA

Metallic surface 

BLANCO MILI

Metallic surface 

BLANCO MILI

SILGRANIT Look 

BLANCO TAMPERA HOT

Metallic surface 

BLANCO SOLENTA-S Senso Lever right

Metallic surface 

BLANCO FONTAS-S II

Metallic surface 

BLANCO FONTAS-S II

SILGRANIT Look 

BLANCO SORA

Galvanic Brushed Brass 

BLANCO TRADON

Galvanic Brushed Brass 

BLANCO LIVIA-S

Galvanic Brushed Brass 

BLANCO ELOSCOPE-F II

Metallic surface 

BLANCO LARESSA-F Lever right

Metallic surface 

BLANCO ANTAS-S

Metallic surface 

BLANCO ZENOS-S

SILGRANIT Look 

BLANCO ZENOS

Metallic surface 

BLANCO ZENOS-S

Metallic surface 
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PERFECT CARE
MADE EASY.
BLANCO CARE cleaning and care products.

BLANCO sink and mixer tap surfaces are resistant and attractive. To 
ensure that they stay that way for as long as possible, they should be 
cleaned and cared for on a regular basis. BLANCO CARE cleaning and 
care products allow you to achieve this in a lasting and sustainable 
way. The products are easy to use and have been ideally formulated for 
BLANCO surfaces.

Achieve an optimal result in just three steps:
• daily cleaning with standard household cleaning products, e. g. washing-

up liquid and a microfibre cloth
• regular cleaning with DailyClean+
• deep-cleaning with special cleaners designed for specific materials, from 

the DeepClean range.

BLANCO CARE cleaning and care products have formulas optimally suited 
to BLANCO sink and mixer tap materials.
All products are specially developed for BLANCO materials and undergo 
intensive testing by our Research and Development department.

The professional limescale remover 
DailyClean+ gently cleans all sink and mixer 
tap surfaces.

DeepClean Stainless Steel is used when 
blemishes or minor scratches on stainless steel 
sinks require more intensive care.

DailyClean+
526305

 

•  Professional limescale remover for all sink and 
mixertap surfaces

 

•

 

Gentle – suitable for everyday use

 

•

 

Do not use on surfaces that are sensitive to acid. 
Follow the manufacturer’s care instructions. If in 
doubt, test it first in an inconspicuous place.  

DeepClean Stainless Steel

For deep cleaning of stainless steel sinks
To be used if blemishes cannot be removed 
with everyday care products
Helps to remove small scratches, extraneous rust and stains
Allows water to run o�, prevents fingermarks and dirt
Not suitable for the stainless steel surfaces Durinox, 
Dark Steel, natural finish or linen, or chrome-plated surfaces 
and kitchen mixer taps

526306

•

•

•

•

•
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SOAP DISPENSERS

BLANCO LIVIA

Brushed Brass  

BLANCO LATO

Metallic surface 

BLANCO LATO

SILGRANIT Look dual finish 

BLANCO LATO

Special colours - Black Matt 

BLANCO TORRE

Metallic surface 

BLANCO TIGA

Metallic surface 

BLANCO YANO

Metallic surface 
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COLLECTING. SEPARATING. 
CREATING ORDER.
BLANCO waste and organisation systems.

With their attractive and functional 
design and high product quality, the 
BLANCO waste and organisation 
systems enrich every kitchen.

BLANCO waste systems disappear 
elegantly in the sink base cabinet. It 
does not matter whether the cabinet has 
hinged doors, pull-out fronts or drawers 
and how wide it is. We always have a 
suitable solution.

Clever accessories are used wherever 
there is a need. For example the MOVEX 
foot control when you have boths hands 
full or the practial bin lids to avoid 
unpleasant smell in the base cabinet.

The sink base cabinet plays a major role in kitchen planning. It is the place where waste is collected, cleaning products are 
stored and which is often limited in space by the components of a water system, such as a boiler or filter. Here in particular it 
is important to have a waste or organisation system, which makes optimal use of the remaining space and can be adapted to 
individual needs.
BLANCO offers the right system for almost all cabinet widths and pull-out types. If the space in the base cabinet is limited, our 
special solutions such as SELECT II Soda or SELECT II Compact are used. FLEXON II Low offers flexible solutions for base 
cabinets with divided drawers, e.g. the installation of the waste or organisation system directly under the worktop.
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BLANCO SELECT II 50

 

32

500 mm
cabinet size

BLANCO FLEXON II LOW 50/2

 

32

Number Buckets

900 mm
cabinet size

 

4

800 mm
cabinet size

WASTE SYSTEMS

BLANCO FLEXON II Low 80/3BLANCO FLEXON II Low 90/4

 

3

600 mm
cabinet size

BLANCO SELECT II Compact 60/2

 

2

BLANCO BOTTON Pro 60 Automatic

3

BLANCO BOTTON Pro 60 Manual

3

BLANCO SELECT II XL 60 Orga

 

3

BLANCO FLEXON II 60/2

 

432

450 mm
cabinet size

450 mm
cabinet size

BLANCO SELECT II 45

 

2

BLANCO FLEXON II 45

 

2

BLANCO BOTTON Pro 45 Automatic

 

2

BLANCO BOTTON Pro 45 Manual

 

2

BLANCO SINGOLO

 

1

400 mm
cabinet size

BLANCO SINGOLO XL

 

1

300 mm
cabinet size

 

BLANCO BOTTON II 30

 

2

BLANCO SOLON-IF

 

1
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A cutting board increases the work 
surface and can be flexibly positioned 
and moved over the sink.

A practical accessory for every sink is a 
colander. When hung in the bowl, it can 
be used to temporarily store prepared 
or cleaned food or cleaned dishes and 
cutlery.

The floating grid can be used to create 
an additional functional level. Ideal e.g. 
for draining crockery or washing food. 

A sink can be so much more than the place where dishes and food are cleaned. With our ingenious accessories, it can 
be transformed into a multifunctional workplace in just a few simple steps. Streamlined work flows eliminate the need for 
unnecessary actions, making preparing food a breeze. This option offers a very practical additional benefit, especially in 
small kitchens.

MAKING KITCHEN TASKS 
EASIER
Matching accessories for the kitchen water place.
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FOLDABLE GRID

For sinks and bowls with a bowl width of 400 mm 238 482 

• Can be placed on the drainer, over the bowl or on the worktop
• Extends the versatility of the sink centre, e.g. for draining washed items or filling up pots
• Variable positioning on the drainer, in the bowl or outside the sink
• Easy to stow away thanks to the practical folding function

 

CORNER CADDIES

Recommended for BLANCO METRA, ADON and PLEON 235 866 

• Rising and draining high-quality plastic colander for food and crockery
• Practical storage for washing utensils
• Variable placement with secure grip
• More e�cient and flexible use of the bowl

 

TOP RAILS

235 906

• Positioned at the edge of the bowl, the Top-Rails create a bridge over the sink and provide a 
second level for working

• Further possiblities of use on the worktop (e.g. as a trivet)
• Made of high-quality stainless steel
• Recommended for BLANCO SUBLINE and PLEON SILGRANIT and also for ANDANO, SUPRA, ZEROX

 

   

ACCESSORIES FOR BLANCO SINK PROGRAMMES

MULTIFUNCTIONAL COLANDERS

73

43
5

175

Recommended for BLANCO ETAGON and SUBLINE in SILGRANIT  

• The perfect addition to sinks and bowls
• For washing, draining and holding fruit and vegetables
• Made of high-quality, easy-care stainless steel

227 689
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FLOATING GRIDS

251,5251,5

38
4 Recommended for BLANCO PLEON and SUBLINE SILGRANIT 234 795

• When attached to the bowl, the floating grid provides an additional functional level
• Ideal e.g. for draining crockery or washing food
• Alongside the sink, the drip grid serves as a trivet
• Increases the functionality of a sink, while requiring little space
• Made of high-quality stainless steel

 

CAPFLOW

517 666

• Aesthetic cover for outlet
• Fully functional basket strainer
• Versatile use on any sink with 3 ½'' outlet
• Not compatible with the InFino drain system

 

LAY-ON WAVE DRAINERS

230 734

• Exceptional, attractive wave-look design
• High level of functionality resulting from the excellent drain e�ect and the safe support for 

dishes
• Ideal complement to undermount bowls and bowls with the IF low-profile rim and with the classic profiled 

edge

 

   

CUTTING OVERLAYS/PLASTIC FLEXIBLE PAD

225 469

• Suitable for dishwashers 65°C
• Perfect protection of knives and chopping board
• Suitable for food use and hygienic
• For universal use on BLANCO chopping boards
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UNIVERSAL CUTTING BOARDS FOR U AND IF BOWLS

Silver-coloured safety glass cutting board
Recommended for BLANCO ETAGON-U in Stainless steel 
and Silgranit, ANDANO, SUPRA, SUBLINE in Silgranit 
(unsuitable for ANDANO / ETAGON IF/A)

227 697

• Suitable for use in bowls designed for undermount or IF flat rim installation
• Cutting boards attached to the worktop cut-out or the interior wall of the bowl increase the 

functionality

 

   

BLANCO MOVEX

BLANCO WASTE OVERFLOW SET - BLACK MATT
BLANCO Waste Overflow Set - Single Bowl

BLANCO Waste Overflow Set - Double Bowl

200
15 30

519 357

• Practically pull-out technology – front door is fitted to a profile strip and pulled by the foot
• Easy, user-friendly operation
• Fitting is straightforward thanks to the mounting template – no adjustments required
•

•

•

 Exclusive stainless steel trim

For singlebowls with C-overflow and InFino drain 239 975

For double bowls with C-overflow and InFino drain 239 979
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www.blanco-indonesia.com

BLANCO GmbH + Co KG
Flehinger Straße 59

75038 Oberderdingen
Germany

BLANCO Indonesia - Jakarta

BLANCO Indonesia - Tangerang

Jakarta Design Center 7th Floor
Jl. Gatot Subroto Kav.53

Jakarta 10260

Open Door Alam Sutera
The Flavor Bliss

Jl. Alam Sutera Boulevard No.29
Tangerang Selatan, Banten 15325 


